MARRIAGE BY PROXY AND THE CONFLICT OF LAWS

I

THE question whether a marriage may be celebrated by proxy has been of very little practical importance in modern times. So far as England and America are concerned no mention is made of marriage by proxy in the books of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The only discussion of the subject in the English language that has come to the notice of the writer is found in Swinburne’s “Law of Espousals” which was first published in the latter part of the seventeenth century.1 The continental writers also, who are more inclined to discuss problems of a purely theoretical nature have paid little attention to the subject in recent times.2 The legislation of the present war, however, has given the subject renewed importance, for in three of the continental countries—Belgium, France, and Italy—marriage by proxy has been expressly sanctioned by law. The presence of so many American soldiers abroad naturally raises the question whether they may contract a marriage by proxy either by virtue of the American law or by virtue of the law of the country in which they may happen to be for the time being. Before an answer can be given to these questions the subject of marriage by proxy must be considered both from the standpoint of the internal law of the principal countries concerned and from the viewpoint of the American rules relating to the conflict of laws.

That marriage by proxy was allowed in the late Roman law and in the Canon Law is an established fact. Pomponius says:3

“Mulierem absenti per litteras eius vel per nuntium posse nubere placet, si in domum eius deducereur: eam vero quae absesset ex litteris vel nuntio

1 The first edition appeared in 1686, the second in 1711.
2 V. Scherer, Handbuch des Kirchenrechts (page 192) gives the following bibliography: Arians, De Nuptis, quae per Procuratorem Contrahuntur, Traj. 1841; Kutschker, E. R. 4, 321-46; Ludewig, De Matrimonio Principis per Procuratores, 1736; Müller, De Matrimonio Absentium, 1740; Sanchez, De Sancto Matrimonii Sacramento Disputationum Tomi Tres, LII, Disp. 11; Schöpfer, De Matrimonio per Substitutum Contracto, 1709.
3 Digest, XXIII, 2, 5.
suo duci a marito non posse: deductione enim opus esse in mariti, non in uxoris domum, quasi in domicilium matrimonii."

According to this passage a man who was away from home might marry a woman by letter or messenger, but marriage could not be contracted in this manner by a woman who was absent from the man's place of residence. The reason for this difference between the man and the woman resulted from the requirement of the Roman law that the wife be led to the husband's home (deductio in domum mariti). Marriage was considered in the late Roman law as based solely upon the agreement of the parties to take each other from that moment as husband and wife. This consent might be expressed, with the reservation above made, by letter or by agent (per nuntium vel epistulam) as in all ordinary consensual contracts.

The Canon Law accepted as its fundamental doctrine the principle that consensus facit nuptias. Gratian insisted that there was no marriage unless the agreement of the parties to take each other as husband and wife was followed by cohabitation, but this requirement did not prevail. Peter Lombard, professor at the University of Paris, and later ordained bishop, suggested a distinction in this regard between sponsalia de praesenti and sponsalia per verba de futuro, requiring cohabitation only for the validity of the latter. Through the influence of Alexander III the church accepted this distinction toward the end of the twelfth and at the beginning of the thirteenth centuries. Parties declaring in words of the present tense that they take each other from that moment as husband and wife were regarded as legally married. The only difference between a marriage that was consummated through cohabitation and one that was not so consummated was that the latter might be dissolved by entering religion and was subject to the papal power of dispensation.

From the earliest times the church had insisted that the parties should exchange matrimonial consents in face of the church and should get their union blessed by the church, but a failure to observe

---

4 Nuptias enim non concubitum, sed consensus facit, D. 35, 1, 15; D. 50, 17, 30.
5 Esmein, Le Mariage en Droit Canonique, 109; I Howard, History of Matrimonial Institutions, 336.
6 Esmein, supra, 127.
7 Howard, supra, 337; Boehmer, Jus Ecclesiasticum Protestantum, 3 ed., Bk. 4, Tit. 1, No. 13.
8 2 Pollock and Maitland, History of English Law, 368; I Esmein, supra, 130
these requirements did not render the marriage void. At the Lateran Council of 1215 Pope Innocent III extended for the whole Western Christendom the requirement of the publication of banns. A marriage with banns had certain legal advantages over a marriage without banns; but the formless, unblessed marriage was nevertheless valid.

Innocent III accepted the Roman view that the marriage contract, being based upon the present consent of the parties, might be entered into by messenger. Some of the canonists, following the example of the Roman law, maintained that only the man should be permitted to marry in this manner, but it was felt that the same rule should apply to both parties. Others contended that a marriage contract was different from an ordinary consensual contract, the expression of consent being of such far-reaching consequences that it should be expressed in person instead of by proxy. This objection was met by the technical argument that a procurator represented the person of his principal and that the latter could pronounce the words through the procurator's mouth, as it were. This view triumphed and found expression in the following decretal of Boniface VIII:

"Procurator non aliter censetur idoneus ad matrimonium contrahendum, quam si ad hoc mandatum habuerit speciale. Et quamvis alias is, qui constituit ad negotia procurator, alium dare posse: in hoc tamen casu, propter magnum quod ex facto tam arduo posset periculum imminere, non poterit deputare alium, nisi hoc eidem specialiter sit commissum. Sane si procurator, antequam contraxerit, a domino fuerit revocatus, contractum postmodum matrimonium ab eadem, licet tam ipse quam ea, cum qua contraxerit, revocationem huiusmodi penitus ignorarent, nullius momenti existit, quem illius consensus defecerit, sine quo firmitatem habere negavit."

1 Esmein, supra, 96.
2 Pollock and Maitland, supra, 369; Brouwer, De Jure Connuibium, Bk. I, Chap. 24, No. 19; Friedberg, Recht der Eheschliessung, 314; Richter, Lehrbuch des katholischen und evangelischen Kirchenrechts, 1126, 1194; 2 v. Scherer, Handbuch des Kirchenrechts, 163-64; Walter, Lehrbuch des Kirchenrechts, 572-73.
3 Esmein, supra, 169-70.
4 Berardus would follow the Roman law on account of the weakness of the sex.
5 Berardus, Commentaria in Jus Ecclesiasticum Universum, 156.
6 Hostiensis, Summa Aurea, Lib. III, de Spons. et Matrimonii, Col. 1236, No. 7.
7 Esmein, supra, 171.
8 Sext. (Liber Sextus Decretalium), 1, 19, 9.
Since the Council of Trent (1563) matrimonial consents must be exchanged according to the Canon Law before a priest and at least two witnesses. Otherwise the marriage is invalid. There appears to have been at first considerable dispute among the canonists on the point whether this new requirement affected the rules of the Canon Law relating to marriage by proxy. Some argued that the priest and the witnesses were to identify the parties and ascertain their intention to marry and that this necessitated the presence of both parties. This contention was rejected, it being held that the main object of the provision of the Council of Trent was to give publicity to the marriage, to bring the fact of marriage to the notice of the church. Thereupon some maintained that the power of attorney must be executed in the presence of a priest and two witnesses, but this view also did not prevail. The result was that even in those countries in which the Council of Trent was accepted a marriage conforming to the requirements of this Council might be entered into by proxy upon the same conditions, so far as the proxy is concerned, as before.

The decretal above quoted requires that the mandate or power of attorney be special and that it has not been revoked before the celebration of the marriage. It mentions also the fact that in the absence of an express authorization the proxy shall have no power of substitution. No special form is prescribed for the power of attorney, so that a mere oral authorization would be sufficient. The agent may be either a man or woman, no distinction being made between the sexes.

The provisions of the Canon Law relating to marriage have

---

16 Ferraris, Prompta Bibliotheca Canonica, Juridica, Etc., Matrimonium, Articulus I, No. 34.
17 Sanchez, De Sancto Matrimonii Sacramento Disputationum Tomi Tres, Disputatio, II, No. 23.
18 Carrière, De Matrimonio, § 4. See also Friedberg, Lehrbuch des Kirchenrechts, 490; Richter, 1133; 2 v. Scherer, supra, 192; v. Schulte, Lehrbuch des katholischen und evangelischen Kirchenrechts, § 159; Van Espen, Jus Ecclesiasticum Universum, Pt. 2, § 1, Tit. 12, No. 10.

The canonists advise parties marrying by proxy to exchange matrimonial consents in person later. Sanchez, supra, No. 31, note.

19 As regards ordinary contracts the continental rule of agency allows the agent to bind the principal notwithstanding a revocation of the agent's authority if the contract was entered into before the agent knew of the revocation.

20 2 v. Scherer, supra, 192.
21 Sanchez, supra, No. 15.
generally been superseded on the continent to-day by civil marriage acts whose object it is, as their name indicates, to make marriage a purely civil institution. These acts aim to give due publicity to the proposed marriage and to make certain, so far as possible, that the marriage is the voluntary and deliberative act of the parties. Marriage by proxy obviously violates the objects of these acts, for there can be no certainty at the time of the marriage that the power of attorney was not given under circumstances constituting fraud, mistake or duress, or that it was not revoked prior to the celebration of the marriage.

The Code Napoléon does not prohibit marriage by proxy in express terms. Article 75 of the Code requires the officer of the civil status, however, to read to the parties the different documents required by law respecting their civil status and the Code provisions dealing with the mutual rights and duties of husband and wife. This requirement would be purposeless if the parties were not present in person. The framers of the Code without doubt intended to prohibit marriage by proxy and the provisions of the Code are so understood to-day. The French writers maintain that in the absence of an express provision in the Code declaring a marriage by proxy void a marriage so celebrated before an officer of the civil status must be deemed valid. The Court of Bastia has taken the contrary view.

22 At a meeting of the Council of State the first consul stated without being contradicted by any one "le mariage s'a plus lieu qu'entre personnes présentes." 2 Locré, Législation Civile, Commerciale et Criminelle, 365.

The ancient law of France allowed marriage by proxy. This was still the law at the time of Pothier. 6 Pothier, Oeuvres, 3 ed., No. 567.

23 7 Aubry & Rau, Cours de Droit Civil Français, 5 ed., § 466; 2 Baudry Lacantinerie & Houques-Fourcade, Traité Théorique et Pratique de Droit Civil. Des Personnes, Vol. 2, No. 1597; 1 Beudant, Cours de Droit Civil Français, No. 222; 1 Demante, Cours Analytique de Code Civil, 3 ed., 357; 3 Demolombe, Cours de Code Napoléon, No. 210; 1 Duranton, Cours de Droit Français suivant le Code Civil, No. 287; Fuzier-Herman, Codes Annotés, Code Civil, Art. 36, Nos. 2 et seq.; Art. 75, No. 5; Glasson, Du Consentement des époux au Mariage, No. 108; 1 Huc, Commentaire Théorique et Pratique du Code Civil, No. 345; 2 Laurent, Principes de Droit Civil Français, No. 427; 1 Marcadé, Explication Théorique et Pratique du Code Napoléon, No. 231. Coutrg, Merlin, Répertoire, Mariage, Sec. 4, § 1, Art. 1, Quest. 4; 1 Toullier, Droit Civil Français, No. 574.

24 7 Aubry & Rau, supra, § 467; 3 Demolombe, supra, No. 210; Glasson, supra, No. 109; 2 Laurent, supra, No. 485.

In Belgium the Code Napoléon is law, so that the situation is the same as in France. The Belgian writers agree with the French that a marriage celebrated contrary to the implied prohibition of the Code would be valid. 26

Under the modern law of Italy marriage by proxy is prohibited except with respect to the King and members of the royal family. 27

A marriage cannot be celebrated in Germany by proxy since the law of February 6, 1875, section 52 of that law requiring the personal presence of both parties. 28 A reservation is made in favor of the ruling families and the princely House of Hohenzollern. 29 The present Civil Code made no change in the law. 30

In Austria the parties may marry by proxy with the consent of the government. 31 The person with whom the marriage is to take place must be mentioned in the power of attorney. A marriage celebrated without "such special power of attorney" is void. Some of the Austrian writers maintain that the word "such" does not refer to the governmental consent and that the absence of such consent does not render the marriage invalid. 32 Whether the power of attorney must be in writing is doubtful. 33
Belgium, France, and Italy have authorized marriage by proxy again during the present war. The Belgian law of May 30, 1916, provides that “during the duration of the war either or both of the parties may appear before the officer of the civil status either in person or by a special and authentic power of attorney.” According to Masson, the law was passed for the benefit of Belgian soldiers residing abroad. The wording of the law gives it a general application.

The French law of April 4, 1915, authorized soldiers and sailors with the colors to marry for grave reasons by proxy with the permission of the minister of justice and of the minister of war or the minister of the navy. A circular of the minister of justice of April 8, 1915, defines more fully the object of the law and the particular steps to be followed.

Soldiers and sailors, employees of the Army and Navy, and persons in the service of the Army and Navy, were authorized in Italy to marry by proxy by a decree of June 24, 1915.

As grave reasons the following are specified: (1) the existence of illegitimate children; (2) pregnancy; (3) imminent death of either party; (4) promise to marry before mobilization and service in a place dangerous to life.

The proxy must be at least twenty-one years of age and be of the male sex. He must not be a relative within the prohibited degrees of relationship, nor have been convicted of crime.

The power of attorney must be executed in accordance with the law of June 8, 1893, relating to acts of persons in the army.

For a criticism of the above provisions see Albert Wahl, “Mariage par Procuration,” Revue Trimestrielle de Droit Civil, 1915, 5.

67 La Legge (Supplemento Legislativo), Col. 511; Clunet, 1917, 1172.

The power of attorney must be special and under penalty of nullity must indicate (1) the first and last name of the person giving the proxy; (2) the age and the place of birth of himself and of the person with whom he contemplates matrimony; (3) if he is a soldier, his rank and the regiment to which he belongs. The power of attorney must be executed in the presence of two witnesses, in conformity with article 2 of the decree of May 23, 1915. The marriage is valid notwithstanding a defect in the power of attorney at the expiration of six months after the husband has left the military service.

67 La Legge (Supplemento Legislativo), Col. 511; Clunet, 1917, 1172.

An agreement was entered into between the French and Italian governments according to which Italian soldiers may get married by proxy in France under the conditions prescribed by the Italian decree of June 24, 1915, and by way of reciprocity.
As for England, marriage by proxy is incompatible with the modern marriage acts. The marriage act of 1898 prescribes that the parties must say in the presence of the registrar or authorized person and of the witnesses, “I call upon these persons here present to witness that I, AB, do take thee, CD, to be my lawful wedded wife [or husband],” or in lieu thereof the following words: “I, AB, do take thee, CD, to be my wedded wife [or husband].” These provisions evidently contemplate the personal presence of the parties and thus preclude the possibility of marrying by proxy.

With respect to this country the matter is not free from difficulty. In some of the states, in which the common-law marriage is no longer recognized, the statutes manifestly require the personal presence of the parties. In other states the statutes are not so clear. In the great majority of states the common-law marriage is still valid, notwithstanding modern statutes relating to the solemnization of marriage. Is not marriage by proxy valid in these states? The answer will depend in the first place upon the question whether marriage by proxy was recognized by the English law at the time our colonies were settled. On this point there can be little doubt. We need not inquire here whether the general Canon Law had force in England proprio vigore before the time of the Reformation or whether it required acceptance by the King’s Ecclesiastical Law. As regards marriage by proxy we have the clearest proof that the Canon Law was so accepted in England, for we find in Lyndwood’s Provinciale, written in 1430, which contains the accepted constitutions of the Church of England the following:

"Contractibus matrimonialibus qui non solum possunt fieri utraque parte præsente, sed altera absente ut videlicet contrahatur matrimonium per procuratorem, sicut legitur et notatur de procuratione c. uli. li. vi et in hoc casu requisitum mandatum speciale ut ibi dicitur: nec potest talis procurator aliun substituere, ut ibi dicitur. Absque speciali mandato et si revocetur mandatum talis procuratoris etiam ipso ignorante re integra non tenebit"

French soldiers may be married by proxy before the proper Italian officer of the civil status upon compliance with the provisions of the French law of April 4, 1915. See note of Minister of Justice, CLUNET, 1917, 1171.

39 Marriage Act, 1896, 6 & 7 Will. IV, c. 85, § 20; Marriage Act, 1898, 61 & 62 Vict., c. 58, § 6.

40 The states are enumerated in L. R. A. 1912E, 19–20; ANN. CAS. 1912D, 598 ff.

41 In regard to this question see Maitland, “Canon Law in England,” XI ENG. HIST. REV., 446; OGLE, THE CANON LAW IN MEDIEVAL ENGLAND, London, 1912.

42 Bretton-Hoply edition, 1505. Fol. CXLVIII.
The English law thus adopted the provisions of the Canon Law relative to marriage by proxy. No change was made in this respect by the Reformation. In the reign of Henry VIII the clergy was prohibited from enacting constitutions and ordinances without the King's consent, but the existing Canon Law was continued in force. A revision of the Canon Law by a commission of thirty-two members was contemplated by that statute but this revision was never consummated. Mary the Catholic repealed the above law but it was reënacted under Elizabeth. The statute of Henry VIII has remained the basis of English ecclesiastical law except in so far as the latter may have been changed by special legislation.

That marriage by proxy was a part of the English law until the eighteenth century would appear from Swinburne's treatise on Espousals in which he says:

"Not only such Persons as be present, but those Persons also which are absent may contract Spousals or Matrimony together. So did Isaac and Rebecca, as it appears in the Sacred Scriptures. Betwixt them that be absent, Spousals or Matrimony may be contracted three manner of ways; that is to say, by Mediation of their Proctors, or of Messengers, or of Letters; provided nevertheless in every of those Cases, that the Parties have some notice or intelligence the one of the other, at hand by Fame or Report; for unto those who be utterly unknown to us, we cannot yield our Consent, (without the which it is impossible to contract Matrimony or Spousals) no more than it is possible for us to love them, of whom we have never heard."

Swinburne thereupon enters upon a lengthy explanation of the subject, as regards the sufficiency of the power of attorney, the words to be used by the proxy, et cetera.

43 25 Hen. VIII, c. 19. The statute contains the following provision: "That such canons, constitutions, ordinances, and synodals provincial being already made, which be not contrariant or repugnant to the laws, statutes and customs of this realm, nor to the damage or hurt of the King's prerogative royal, shall now still be used and executed, as they were afore the making of this act, till such time as they be viewed, searched, or otherwise ordered or determined by the said two and thirty persons, or the more part of them, according to the tenor, form and effect of this present act."

44 1 & 2 Ph. & M., c. 8.

45 1 Eliz., c. 1. 46 Swinburne, Espousals, 2 ed., 162.
Did marriage by proxy become a part of the common law of this country? In the absence of decisions on the point no absolutely certain answer can be given to this question. In favor of the validity of marriage by proxy the following may be said. The American colonies are deemed to have brought with them the English law of marriage, so far as it was adapted to their environment. They accepted the then prevailing view that a marriage *de praesenti* without a religious ceremony constituted a perfect marriage, although the English House of Lords has since declared in the famous case of *Regina v. Millis* that this has never been the English law. That such consent might be expressed by an agent was admitted by the Roman law, by the Canon Law, and, according to Swinburne, by the English law as late as the eighteenth century. If marriage by proxy did not become law in this country it must have been because it did not suit our conditions. A comparison of the conditions in England and in the American colonies would lead to the conclusion, however, that during our colonial days there existed stronger reasons for the recognition of marriage by proxy in this country than ever existed in England. Many a colonist must have left his sweetheart behind when he first ventured over seas. Others, without being engaged, must have desired, after becoming established in this country, to marry someone whom they had known in their native land. A trip to the old country for that purpose was long and costly. Unless marriage could be celebrated abroad by proxy the woman would be compelled to go to the man in a strange land and cross the seas unmarried. Marriage by proxy would enable the woman to become the man's wife before leaving her home.

Marriages by proxy have doubtless taken place in this country, but no record thereof can be found in the decisions of the courts. That there are serious objections to marriage by proxy is apparent. The uncertainty in regard to the legal existence of such a

---

47 To Cl. & F., 534 (1844). That the decision of the House of Lords is historically unsound, see 2 Pollock and Maitland, supra, 367 et seq.; Bishop, Marriage and Divorce, 5 ed., § 276 et seq.; Friedberg, Lehrbuch des Kirchenrechts, 309 et seq.; Howard, supra, 376.


48 According to a newspaper report a man in Chicago married recently a woman in Egypt by proxy.
marriage arising from the fact that the power of attorney is revocable and may have been revoked without knowledge of the other party or the proxy prior to the celebration of the marriage would suggest of itself the expediency of prohibiting such a marriage. In view of the fact, however, that marriage by proxy was permissible in England until the eighteenth century and has been recognized in all countries so long as marriage rested upon mere consent, it must be regarded as valid in those states in which the common-law marriage still exists. Should this view be taken by the courts it would follow logically that marriage might be contracted in such a state by proxy, although neither of the parties was present when the consents were exchanged by the proxies.

II

Turning from the internal law of marriage to marriage by proxy in its international aspects, it is apparent that the question relates to the formalities or to the mode in which the marriage must be celebrated. According to the generally accepted view a marriage is valid as regards the mode of celebration if it conforms to the law of the place of celebration.49 In nearly all of the countries, including the United States, the rule lex loci celebrationis has a mandatory character, so that a marriage not celebrated in accordance with its provisions is void.50 In Italy the marriage is valid if it satisfies as regards form either the law of the place of celebration or the national law of the parties.51 Germany recognizes the same principle except that marriages celebrated in Germany must con-


50 Buzzati, L'Autorità delle Leggi Stranieri Relative Alla Forma degli Atti Civil, 187 et seq.

51 Article 9, Preliminary Dispositions, Civil Code.
form in respect of the mode of celebration to the German law of marriage.\textsuperscript{52}

From the standpoint of the conflict of laws of the United States the law of the place of celebration will decide, therefore, whether a marriage by proxy is valid. If the \textit{lex loci celebrationis} allows this mode of celebration it will determine not only all the special questions relating to the power of attorney but also the formalities applicable to marriage in general. This law would decide, for example, whether the power of attorney must be in writing, whether the government consent to such marriage is necessary, and the effect of a failure to obtain such consent. It will control the question whether a mere consent to take each other from the present moment as husband and wife is sufficient to constitute the parties husband and wife, or whether they must be joined in marriage by some official before witnesses and after the publication of banns, etc.

Marriage by proxy is possible under certain conditions in Austria, Belgium, France, and Italy, but it is evident that the legislation relating to marriage by proxy operates only as a waiver of the requirement of personal presence. In all other respects the local provisions relating to the celebration of marriage must be observed. These provisions are far more stringent than those prescribed by the statutes governing the marriage ceremony in this country. The ceremony itself can be performed only by an officer of the civil status, and one of the parties must be domiciled in the place where the marriage is to be celebrated or have lived there for a specified period of time.\textsuperscript{53} The parties must also submit various certificates relating to birth, parental consent, publication of banns, etc., before the marriage can be performed.\textsuperscript{54} For an American it is very difficult, if not impossible, to satisfy these requirements. We have no registers of the civil status in this country; hence no official birth certificates as required by the foreign law can be obtained. Where no birth certificates can be presented the foreign law, it is true, provides a method for proving the time of birth, but such

\textsuperscript{52} Article 13, Introductory Law, \textit{Civil Code}; \textit{5 Planck, Bürgerliches Gesetz­buch}, 3 ed., 50.
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method is frequently of no avail to Americans. For example, Article 70 of the French Civil Code authorizes an *acte de notorieté* as a substitute for a birth certificate, but this involves a proceeding before a French court in which the facts relating to birth and parentage must be proved by seven witnesses. In Italy the parties must be competent to marry each other not only under the national law but also according to the Italian law. The capacity to marry according to the foreign law must be proved by an official certificate. As there is no American official who is authorized by law to execute such a certificate an American can

---

55 The practical impossibility of satisfying these requirements has led in France to an arrangement between the Department of Justice and the American Embassy under which courts will accept a certificate based upon affidavits by an American attorney whose competency is certified by the American Embassy, setting forth the circumstances of birth. See *Kelly, The French Law of Marriage, Marriage Contracts and Divorce*, 2 ed., 63.

56 Article 102, Civil Code; App. Ancona, March 12, 1884, Foro Italiano, 1884, 1, 574.

Article 102 of the Civil Code reads as follows: "A foreigner's capacity to contract matrimony is governed by the law of the country to which he belongs.

"The foreigner is also subject to the impediments mentioned in Sec. 2, Chap. I, of the present title (Arts. 55 et seq.)."


According to some writers there is no general test; but each provision must be examined with a view of ascertaining whether it affects the public policy of Italy or only the private interests of the contracting parties. 2 Fiori, *Diritto Internazionale Privato*, 3 ed., Nos. 533-34; 2 Galdi, *Commentario del Codice Civile*, 597.

57 A marriage by an American was annulled in Italy a few years ago on the ground that the American consular agent who had executed such a certificate was not authorized by American law to do so. *Trib. Civ. de Rome*, June 19, 1911, *Revue de Droit International Privé*, 1912, 493.

marry in Italy only if his capacity has been established in an Italian court. 58

An American, whether he be a soldier or a civilian, who can meet the above requirements will generally be able to be married in person, so that the foreign legislation on the subject of marriage by proxy is not likely to have great practical importance so far as the United States are concerned.

It is possible, of course, that an American soldier, while he was a prisoner in Germany or Austria, may have desired to marry by proxy a young lady to whom he had become engaged in Belgium, France, or Italy. Such a marriage could not take place in Germany because the German law does not recognize marriage by proxy. If the American were a prisoner in Austria the marriage could be celebrated there only with the permission of the government, and it is most improbable that such a consent could be obtained. Could the marriage be performed at the place of the residence of the fiancée in Belgium, France, or Italy? As the Belgian law of May 30, 1916, appears to have a general application it would seem as if such a marriage could be celebrated in Belgium. In regard to France and Italy there is doubt. The legislation of these countries applies to persons connected with the Army or Navy, and the question is whether it refers exclusively to the national Army and Navy. In the opinion of Professor Wahl 59 the French legislation applies also to the Army and Navy of the Allies. If this view is correct the

58 Article 75, Civil Code; 5 Bianchi, supra, 833; x Lomonaco, Diritto Civile Italiano, 319.

Such a proceeding may be instituted upon a declaration from an American consul that the American authorities do not execute such certificates of capacity. Buzzati, Le Droit International Privé d'après les Conventions de la Haye I, Le Mariage, 279.

A certificate of capacity according to the national law was formerly required in France by a circular of the Minister of Justice of March 14, 1831 (see S. 36, 2, 342) but this requirement is no longer in force. According to a note of the Minister of Justice of August 1, 1917, the French officer of the civil status can no longer require of foreigners proof of their capacity to marry according to their national law. Survile & Arthus, Droit International Privé, 6 ed., 373. Under the former requirement it had become the settled practice in France to accept as a substitute for such certificate the opinion of an American attorney whose competency was certified by the American Embassy, that according to the law of the state to which the party belonged parental consent and the publication of banns were not required. Kelly, supra, 57-63.

American prisoner in Germany could marry his fiancée in France, provided the French legislation is applicable to American soldiers and sailors who are prisoners in foreign countries.60

Marriage by proxy, so far as American soldiers are concerned, would have a more practical bearing as regards marriages celebrated in this country. Many American soldiers must have been ordered abroad on such short notice that they were unable to get married before leaving. Suppose that one of these soldiers, feeling that the war might continue several years, should have asked a friend to act as his proxy in this country and that the marriage consents had been exchanged in his behalf with his fiancée in the state in which she lived. If the common-law marriage still existed in that state such marriage would probably be valid, as has been shown above. If the common-law marriage is not authorized in the state of her residence she might go to a neighboring state where it still exists and exchange marriage consents there with her fiancé’s proxy. Such a marriage, if valid where celebrated, would be recognized by the other states of this country under the ordinary rules governing the conflict of laws. Even the courts of the home state whose law has been evaded would probably recognize the validity of the marriage. American courts have gone to the very extreme in sustaining marriages on grounds of policy, notwithstanding an evasion of the domestic law. As regards legal prohibitions to marry there is a conflict of view on the question, but there appear to be no modern cases in England or the United States which have refused to recognize, on the ground that there has been an evasion of the domestic law, a marriage validly celebrated in accordance with the law of the state where the marriage took place, where the difference in the law concerned merely matters of form. Inasmuch as the question whether a marriage may be entered into by proxy relates clearly to the formalities, a marriage so celebrated in conformity with the local law will be recognized, notwithstanding any evasion of the law of the state in which the parties were domiciled.61 A logical

60 The provisions of the law of April 4, 1915, were extended, with respect to French prisoners in Germany, by the Law of August 19, 1915. Clunet, 1916, 864.

61 Upon the reasoning of the court in Freeman’s Appeal, 68 Conn. 533, 37 Atl. 420 (1897), it might be argued that inasmuch as marriage by proxy is prohibited in the state in which the power of attorney was given the power of attorney itself is void, so that no marriage can be entered into anywhere by virtue of that power of attorney. The conclusion of the court in the above case as regards the validity of the power of
application of the principle would enable the parties to get married in a state authorizing marriage by proxy without going there themselves, both parties being represented by proxies.\textsuperscript{62}

\textit{Ernest G. Lorenzen.}

\textbf{New Haven, Conn.}

attorney is, however, obviously erroneous, and there is no likelihood that any court would follow it with respect to marriage by proxy.

\textsuperscript{62} As this article was going through the press, the Judge Advocate General rendered an opinion in which he held that soldiers abroad might marry their sweethearts in the United States through interchanging a marriage contract by mail, provided that such marriage does not contravene state statutes, and that this method might properly be facilitated by the military authorities in France.